Handout 6: Abundance or Crisis?

Q1: Have technologies made our lives better and will they continue to do so?

One way of measuring the advance of civilization is to measure its possessions and wealth. We
seem to have more things today than we did in the past (cavemen didn’t have Bluetooth!), and so we
might argue that technology has made us better off today than we were before. But this isn’t the whole
story. If technologies make one person extremely rich and the remainder of us extremely poor—such
that the poor would be better off without the technologies—, then we would not say technology has
made us better off today. So in determining whether technology has made us better off, we can
begin by considering two things: (1) has technology allowed us to produce and possess more items
and (2) have technologies led to an increased ability and trend to distribute items.
Technological liberalism (TL): the view that human beings are able to improve both the
ability to produce and distribute goods through the use of technologies.
TL is often linked with optimism about technologies.
Technological Optimism (TO): the position that technologies have and will continue to
make our lives better.
Together, TL and TO contend that technologies:
(i) make the means of production more efficient,
(ii) bring prosperity to most by raising wages and decreasing the cost of goods,
(iii) make transportation easier,
(iv) reduce working hours
(v) improve the life of the average person
(vi) lead to a higher level of civilization (Nye, p.91)
In support of TL and TO, we might point to several examples that seem to suggest that
technologies do make all of us more prosperous:
Example 1: Productivity of grain and crops increased 200 percent from 1830 to 1890 (Nye, p.90)
Example 2: Between 1870 and 1890, factory productivity rose 30 percent, people worked fewer
hours, and wages rose 20 percent
(Nye, p.91)
Example 3: In the late 19th century /
early 20th century, industrialized
countries appeared to have a higher
wages, cost of living was lower,
individuals dressed better and were
more likely to live in a home (Nye,
p.91-2)
Example 4: More people are alive
today than ever before.
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Example 5: Billions of people live in poverty, but dissemination of technology will ultimately take
them out of such states (p.95)
CDQ: Would you consider yourself a technological liberal? If yes, would you also consider yourself
a technological optimist? How specifically have technologies made our lives better?
ARGUMENT #1 AGAINST TL & TO
P1
Technologies do increase the means of production, the distribution of goods, and make us more
prosperous in the short term. That is, TL & TO are true in the short-term.
P2
But the use of technologies in this way is not sustainable in the long run.
C
Therefore, TO is mistaken. Technologies will not continue to make our lives better.

Rather than holding TO, we might accept TP:
Technological pessimism (TP): the position that technologies will not continue to make
our lives better.
The debate between TP and TO is about the future trend of technologies, i.e. whether or not they
will make our lives better or worse. Proponents of TP accept that technologies have had some
short-term benefits. No doubt, some modern medicines make us live longer. What TP denies is that
technologies will continue (in the future) to make our lives better: factors associated with using
technologies will actually make our lives worse. Most individuals that advocate some form of TP do
think that we should reject all technologies (although some do). Rather, what they criticize is a kind
of naive optimism about technologies. One thing that they reject is the speed at which technologies are
developed and used.
Technological conservatism (TP): the view that human beings are able to improve both
the ability to produce and distribute goods through the use of technologies, but some
technologies ought to be rejected and others ought to undergo a more rigorous examination before their use.
Let’s consider two more specific arguments for TP.
ARGUMENT #1.1: TO LEADS TO ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTERS
P1
Technologies have increased the means of production, the distribution of goods, and made us more
prosperous.
P2
But, the use of technologies has led to serious environmental damage.
P3
Continuing to develop and use technologies in this way will lead to serious environmental disasters.
C
Therefore, TO is mistaken. Technologies will not continue to make our lives better.

The above argument reasons from previous disasters to future disasters. A key premise then is P2,
which can be supported by a variety of examples.
Example 1: Air pollution: Automobiles, Steel Mills, Coal Plants:
Example 2: Global Warming: Automobiles, Steel Mills, Coal Plants:
Example 3: Decreased ozone layer & Increases in Skin Cancer. utomobiles, Steel Mills, Coal Plants,
Aerosols:
Example 4: Using industrial technologies to grow crops: land turned to dessert
Example 5: Use of Pesticides: poisoned water supplies
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CDQ: What other negative environmental results have occurred as a result of technologies?
ARGUMENT #1.2: TO LEADS TO OVERPOPULATION
P1
Technologies have increased the means of production, the distribution of goods, and made us more
prosperous.
P2
Technologies have, to their benefit, increased the total population of earth.
P3
The population of earth will continue to increase.
P4
The earth does not have enough resources to bear future population increases.
C
Therefore, TO is mistaken. Technologies will not continue to make our lives better.

P3 and P4 are the two key
premises. P3 asserts that the
earth’s population will
continue to increase. This is a
projection and there are some
who say that (i) population will
not increase or (ii) it will
actually decrease. One UN
projection has the population
increasing to just under 18
billion people (more than 2X
the current number). The
other key premise is P4. This
premise contends that the
earth cannot handle the
demand of 18 billion people.
CDQ: What do you make of the argument that TO is false because of overpopulation? Do you
accept or reject P3 and P4?
Recall our original question:
Q1: Have technologies make our lives better and will they continue to do so?
We have looked at two answers in the form of TO and TP. TO asserts that they have and will
continue to do so. TP asserts that there are some mixed results as to whether they have and that the
current trajectory of technological development is headed toward destruction.
It seems undeniable that technologies have had serious negative impact on the environment and it
seems undeniable that increased population may pose a problem in terms of our future use of
resources and our well-being.
One way to respond to the two arguments against TO is to say that TO is true but something needs
to change. Here are two options:
Attitudinal Fixes (AF): We need to modify our current technological trajectory by either
AF #1: Modifying our desires. The problem is that we want more technologies and more
things, but we should try to want less.
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AF #2: Changing how we use technologies and conceive our relationship to the
environment. We need to re-conceive how we view the world as one of co-habitation not
domination.
Technological Fixes (TF): We don’t need to change our attitude. Instead, we need to modify our
current technological trajectory by devoting more energy into developing technologies to fix
environmental and population problems.
Let’s begin with AF#1 and consider three different perspectives on how much we should desire.
ANSWER
It is okay to want more

EXAMPLE
Edward Bellamy Looking Backward

You should only want a
modest amount

Thomas More’s Utopia & Defoe’s
Robinson Crusoe)

You should want less

Thoreau’s Walden; David Shi The
Simple Life

EXPLANATION
Life is hard. And, why settle for a modest
lifestyle. Goal is to live in a world full of
technological devices.
Modesty is key, luxury is evil. We don’t
need to create and consume more than
necessary.
We ought to reduce our wants to a
minimum. Goal is to eliminate
technologies, not to accumulate them.

CDQ: Which one of the above three answers best characterizes your attitude toward
technology? Should we want less or more?
However, we might be skeptical about our ability to change our desires. We want what we want and
there is no changing it. Instead, we might approach the problem in a different way. Rather than
modifying our desires, we might consider an array of solutions that pertain to how we use
technologies. That is, with respect to AF#2, we might consider two answers:
AF2.1: Small and sustainable is better
We should not view ourselves as dominators of nature,
rather we should live by its rules. Flexible, individual,
small-scale technologies to generate power, to live,
and to produce food are better. They produce less
pollution, promote individual freedom, more
sustainable, and less prone to serious accidents, e.g.
nuclear meltdown.
Example 1: wind and solar power.
Example 2: Yurt homes: claimed to be very eco-friendly. Some can be created and dismantled in 2
hours.
AF2.2 Co-Habitate!
We should not view ourselves as dominators of nature. We are in nature! Nature is not something to
be exploited!) We should try to live in harmony with nature by not pushing the limit and by seeing
the benefit of co-habitation with it.
Example 1: Recycling, Composting, Using materials that biodegrade
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Example 2: Hedgerows around one’s house can be used to
block wind (minimizes energy required to heat home),
provide homes for birds that eat insects and fertilize soil.
TF: Change Nothing, Technology Will Fix Things
Environmental and population worries are legitimate
problems but we need not alter our current path because even
though technologies cause problems, they can also be used to fix those
problems. Everything can have a “technological fix”.
Example #1: Cars are unsafe. They become safer by
Figure 1: “Hedgrow”: Typisch für den Eifelort
designing automobiles and highways to make them safer, e.g. Höfen, einem Ortsteil von Monschau sind die
Haushohen Hecken fotografiert und hochgeladen
airbags, seatbelts, etc.
von --Caronna 21:44, 30. Aug 2005. Wikipedia: CC.
Example #2: Sugary foods made possible by technologies
increases tooth-decay. We can fix this by treating the water with sodium fluoride.
Example #3: Ozone is depleting, Earth is warming. Spray chemicals in the sky to reflect the sun’s
rays.
CDQ: We have looked (very generally) at three responses (two attitudinal fixes and one
technological fix) to the environmental and population issues that threaten us. Which do you think is
the best option? Which is the most practical? What do we need to know about human beings to know
which answer is the one worth pursuing?
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